Advection in weather systems results in filamentary and spiral structures in tracers, whose complexity increases as stirring progresses. Characterizations of fine-scale structures in chemical tracers, which are typically unresolved in atmospheric analyses or models, may enable a treatment of mixing between air masses that is very different from a simple diffusion. In addition, filaments in Ertel potential vorticity (PV) and other active tracers can have a direct influence on the surrounding flow that will depend to some extent upon their spatial arrangement as well as internal structure. Here attention is focused on a particular baroclinic wave life cycle that is distinguished by the existence of an exceptionally persistent, synoptic-scale, cyclonic vortex. In this region the PV field exhibits a spiral-shaped filament that is eventually disrupted by vortex rollup due to the nonlinear development of barotropic instability. Similar spirals have been observed in satellite imagery. In this paper the characterization of the structure of PV spirals by a geometrical measure and by a spectral measure and the relationship between the two is considered.
Introduction
Straining and vortical motions in the atmosphere produce filamentary and spiral structures in both active and passive tracer fields. For example, filamentary structures in moist potential temperature and potential vorticity (PV) are often found in frontal regions and spirals are sometimes seen in cyclonic regions in satellite water vapor images. Such filaments are 2D slices through 3D tracer anomalies with varying depths and tilts. Anomalies in PV and water vapor can have a direct influence on the weather through their impact on the local dynamics and moist physics. In ozone such structures influence the surface ultraviolet radiation received and in a range of chemicals they impact directly upon local air quality. On longer timescales, the fate of filamentary or spiral structures is important for the mixing that occurs and hence for the physics and chemistry of the atmosphere.
Numerical models with their finite resolution can only properly resolve filamentary structures down to some relatively large length scale. The processes occurring below this length scale are represented by some dissipation mechanism, the form of which is usually determined by pragmatic, numerical considerations. In both the deterministic forecast and longer-term modeling of the physical-chemical system it may prove beneficial to be able to characterize the structures that are likely to be produced so that more sophisticated subgrid models can be introduced.
Growing baroclinic waves have both straining and vortical regions in them and associated filamentary and spiral structures that become ever more apparent as numerical simulations are performed with higher resolution. The baroclinic wave simulations discussed by Thorncroft et al. (1993, hereafter THM) have now been performed at much higher resolution. The gross char-acteristics of the life cycle are unaffected by the increase in resolution, but the evolution of tracer fields is represented in much more detail. Intense frontal structures are formed, but here we shall concentrate on the spiral structures that have hitherto received rather less attention, though they are present in, for example, the results of Polavarapu and Peltier (1990) . The spirals in the longlived cyclones in the LC2 case of THM will provide the focus for the discussion.
The usual characterization of small-scale structure in tracer fields is by means of the concentration power spectrum. An alternative approach is to employ more geometrically based measures for the characterization. The Kolmogorov capacity or box-counting dimension (Kolmogorov 1958 ) is such a measure that has been found to be useful in the turbulence context by Vassilicos and Hunt (1991) . They have derived the relationship between this measure and both the ''rate of accumulation'' of the spiral onto its center and the power law of the covariance spectrum.
The aim of this paper is to explore the usefulness of the Kolmogorov capacity for characterizing the baroclinic wave PV spiral structures and to compare with the information given by the power spectrum of the PV distribution. In section 2 the evolution of the LC2 PV spiral is documented and reference is made to similar events observed in the atmosphere. Section 3 describes a diagnosis of the PV structure and its temporal behavior in terms of both the Kolmogorov capacity and power spectral analysis. The advantages of Kolmogorov capacity over power spectra in characterizing tracer features are highlighted. The validity of the connection between accumulating discontinuities in vorticity and the slope of the atmospheric kinetic energy spectrum, as proposed by Saffman (1971) , is also discussed. A study of the stability of PV spirals using their capacity as the major shape parameter is made in Part II (Methven 1998) .
Spiral structures in baroclinic waves
The growth of synoptic-scale systems is dominated by baroclinic processes that feed off the available potential energy of horizontal temperature gradients and corresponding vertical wind shears in the basic state. Many authors have examined the baroclinic instability of zonally symmetric basic states, with the justification that the extratropical winter jet is zonally oriented to first order. For example, Simmons and Hoskins (1976) performed a normal mode analysis on a realistic zonal jet to find the growth rates and structure of the fastest growing normal modes with given zonal wavenumbers. More recently, studies have concentrated on the initial value problem where the structure that gives the fastest growth in a defined, finite time is sought (e.g., Farrell 1984) . In addition, the nonlinear evolution of baroclinic waves has been studied by finding the fastest growing mode (the normal mode or a singular vector from a finite-time stability analysis) and then perturbing the zonally averaged basic state with this mode. The nonlinear evolution is followed by retaining the full prognostic equation set and integrating numerically (e.g., Simmons and Hoskins 1978; Polavarapu and Peltier 1990; Thorncroft et al. 1993; Bush and Peltier 1994; Rotunno et al. 1994) .
Here, the baroclinic wave life cycle experiments of THM are repeated at much higher resolution (spectral truncation T341 with 30 levels in the vertical, concentrated near the tropopause) using the same adiabatic, frictionless primitive equation model (detailed in Hoskins and Simmons 1975) . The gross characteristics of the life cycles are found to be unaffected by the increase in resolution from the T95, L15 experiments of THM. For example, the evolution of globally averaged eddy kinetic energy is virtually unchanged; the difference between the maximum in the life cycles at T341 and T95 resolution is, at most, 2%. However, tracer fields evolve complex finescale structure very rapidly; filaments are drawn out in straining regions and can subsequently be wound into spirals in vortical regions. The high-resolution life cycles can resolve these structures down to a filament width, ⌬l ഠ fa/341 ഠ 60 f km, where the shape factor f lies between 1, the appropriate value if the filament is part of a larger wavelike structure, and 2.8, if the filament is isolated (see Lander and Hoskins 1997) .
THM identified four stages in the evolution of nonlinear baroclinic waves: exponential normal mode growth concentrated in the lower troposphere, nonlinear saturation associated with surface frontogenesis, upward propagation of a Rossby wave packet, and nonlinear saturation near the tropopause. This behavior was referred to as the ''saturation-propagation-saturation'' picture of life cycle evolution. They performed a detailed study of two life cycle experiments, named LC1 and LC2, which exhibited very different Lagrangian behaviors. The major differences in the life cycles occur during saturation. LC1 exhibits anticyclonic behavior on the equatorward side of the jet. This is identified by the thinning and equatorward extension of a high PV filament at upper levels. High PV features, on isentropic surfaces, are often termed troughs because they represent slices through stratospheric intrusions (where the dynamic tropopause is lower). This kind of irreversible deformation of PV contours on isentropic surfaces has been termed Rossby wave breaking (McIntyre and Palmer 1984) and is associated with the equatorward propagation of the Rossby wave packet near the tropopause and its absorption. This in turn leads to the barotropic decay of the disturbance. In contrast, LC2 exhibits entirely cyclonic behavior. At first the trough turns cyclonically and is broadened slightly. Broader PV structures are more dynamically active through the scale effect of inversion (Hoskins et al. 1985) and, indeed, a cyclonic flow anomaly is associated with the trough. The self-induced flow extends the trough and wraps it cyclonically into a spiral PV structure on ''mid-FIG. 1. Diagnosed PV on the 300-K surface in the T341 simulation of the LC2 experiment. Only the 1.5-and 2.0-PVU contours are shown. This version of the life cycle used 4-h ٌ 6 diffusion. The grid spacing on the plots is 10Њ in latitude and 15Њ in longitude. For day 9, Roman numerals are used to label the disturbances in age order. dle world'' isentropic surfaces [those surfaces that intersect the tropopause but do not intersect the ground (Hoskins 1991) ]. The circulation associated with the spiral in PV strengthens until day 8 and then persists almost indefinitely. THM interpreted this behavior in terms of the reflection of the upward wave packet by a subtropical, upper-tropospheric nonabsorptive wave cavity.
The number of spiral turns increases almost linearly with time, but the PV filaments are unstable. The signature of the instability is revealed by PV on the 300-K isentropic surface (Fig. 1) . The second coil of the spiral begins to undulate perceptibly after day 8. These undulations rapidly grow and eventually become so large that they interfere with the neighboring filaments and break, destroying the spiral in the process. The growth of these undulations is studied in detail in Part II. The spiral exists on a wide range of isentropic surfaces within the middle world. Any section across this PV ''curtain'' exhibits structures like those seen in Fig. 2 . The PV anomalies are seen to be very deep in the vertical. In fact, the anomalies are up to four times deeper than VOLUME 55
A section through the spiral center (49ЊN) at day 8 showing PV with log pressure as the vertical coordinate. The axes are scaled so that anomalies with a horizontal to vertical aspect ratio of 100:1 would appear to have an aspect ratio of 1 on the plot. The contour interval is 0.5 PVU. The intersection with the 300-K isentropic surface is also shown.
suggested by a simple Prandtl's ratio (i.e., NH/ fL ഠ 4). However, it should be noted that the 300-K surface slopes downward at the outermost spiral turn and the associated PV structure tilts, constituting a classic tropopause fold. Other aspects of the PV structure bear a remarkable likeness to mesoscale simulations of observed atmospheric cases, but this will be discussed elsewhere.
Synoptic-scale spirals that are similar to the LC2 case have been observed in the atmosphere using satellite imagery. In particular, Ralph (1996) has studied a case where water vapor imagery clearly showed the spiral nature of the dry region that is associated with a stratospheric intrusion and therefore high PV. The spiral exhibits approximately two turns and is also seen to evolve into a set of five 750-km wavelength cyclonic disturbances or mesocyclones. However, Forbes and Lottes (1985) only noted one such case, where mesocyclones surround a large-scale cyclone, during a 36-day search for high-latitude vortices over the European side of the North Atlantic. The scarcity of these events seems most likely to be due to the low probability of the appearance of large cyclonic vortices, which persist for as long as in the LC2 paradigm and that can therefore wrap up so many turns in PV. Nevertheless, smaller-scale spirals are relatively commonplace in water vapor imagery and generally result from the rollup of a PV filament (e.g., Appenzeller et al. 1996) . Bowman and Mangus (1993) have also observed deep spirals in the stratosphere in the total column ozone field.
3. Measures of spiral structure a. Kolmogorov capacity 1) DEFINITION Atmospheric flows tend to produce a characteristic set of structures in tracer fields including filaments, spirals, and folds. Furthermore, time-dependent straining flows, which are characterized by the exponential rate of separation of nearby fluid particles, result in the exponential increase of tracer gradients (Varosi et al. 1991) . For this reason material lines often lie parallel to interfaces that mark a rapid increase from low to high concentrations of tracer. While different tracer features are readily distinguished by eye, objective measures of the structures are hard to define. A geometric measure that can be used to classify an interface is the Kolmogorov capacity or box-counting dimension D K (Kolmogorov 1958) . In order to calculate the capacity, one must find N(⑀), the minimum number of boxes of side ⑀ required to cover the interface. This calculation is repeated over a range of ⑀. If the interface is scale invariant over this range of scales then the relationship
will hold as ⑀ → 0. Scale-invariant structures possess Vassilicos and Fung (1995) 
There are many other geometric measures that can characterize flow structures. For instance, sets of particles advected by flows can form distributions that are clustered, linear, or homogeneous; these distributions can be distinguished by the correlation dimension (Pierrehumbert 1992; Pierrehumbert and Yang 1993) . Varosi et al. (1991) used a multifractal dimension to characterize the distribution of gradients in a tracer advected by 2D flow in the absence of dissipation. Further progress was made by Pierrehumbert (1994) , who studied the microstructure of tracer fields in forced equilibrium advection-diffusion problems. He used a wide variety of measures, including probability distribution functions and structure functions, to characterize the concentration field and its gradient. However, here we will focus on the Kolmogorov capacity because it is simply interpreted in the case of a spiral for which the number of turns n and the radius r are related by
where n L is the number of turns at radius r ϭ L and ␣, which is positive, describes the rate of accumulation of the spiral onto the origin. Vassilicos and Hunt (1991) point out that the rate of accumulation of a K-fractal onto a point can be measured either by the capacity of the interface (D K ) or by the capacity of the set of points of intersection between the interface and a straight line cut through it ( ). For H-fractals the capacity of the DЈ K interface and the capacity of the set of points of intersection are related by D H ϭ ϩ d Ϫ 1. Since K-DЈ H fractals are only scale invariant locally this relationship does not apply generally to them. However, Vassilicos and Hunt (1991) show that the relation D K ഠ ϩ d DЈ K Ϫ 1 does hold for straight-line cuts through spirals if the cut passes close to the spiral center and if the spiral exhibits fewer than approximately five turns. Here we will be concerned only with measurements of , which, DЈ K it may be shown, is always related simply to the accumulation rate by
The most obvious scale-invariant structure in the life cycle experiments is the LC2 spiral. Can its shape be characterized by a single measure-the Kolmogorov capacity? Examination of Fig. 1 shows the breaking of PV filaments as the undulations of barotropic instability reach large amplitude, presumably associated with horizontal diffusion. However, we are interested in the PV filament structure formed by advection alone. The longest PV contour that is unbroken by day 9 is the 1.4-PVU (potential vorticity unit, PVU ϭ 10 Ϫ6 K m 2 s Ϫ1 kg Ϫ1 ) contour whose capacity is measured in section 3a(3). However, this contour does not reach the spiral center. In order to measure the capacity over the widest possible scale-invariant range the 2.2-PVU contour, which winds into the spiral center, was simulated in the absence of dissipation using the contour advection technique (first used by Norton 1994 and Waugh and Plumb 1994) . The isentropic advection of material contours is simulated using spatially and temporally truncated wind fields to advect particles that describe the contour position. Accuracy is maintained by regularly redistributing the particles to give higher density in regions of tight curvature using a technique developed for contour dynamics calculations (Dritschel 1989) . A truncated version of the T341 control wind field (T170 and a temporal truncation of 6 h) was used to advect the 2.2-PVU contour on the 300-K isentropic surface. Comparison of Figs. 1 and 3a shows that the spiral at day 9 is well simulated by contour advection, except the amplitude of the filamentary instability is underestimated. Indeed, before day 9 the displacement of the filament's midpoint, comparing the contour advection simulation to the full model PV field, is less than its width at all positions around the spiral.
Four lines were chosen to intersect the spiral through its center. The capacity of the points of intersection (the large crosses in Fig. 3a) was calculated as follows.
R Each line of intersection was divided into equal divisions of length ⑀. A count was made of the number of boxes containing at least one point of intersection (N full ). R The division length ⑀ was varied over a large range of scales, from ⑀ min to ⑀ max , and a value for N full was calculated for each value of ⑀ and for each line. Figure  3b is a schematic of this procedure. R There may be many box lengths that result in the same number of full boxes. In order to calculate the capacity, however, one should find the minimum number of boxes (of length ⑀) required to cover all of the points of intersection. As an approximation to this, the smallest box length, ⑀, corresponding to each value of N full was recorded.
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The 2.2-PVU contour at day 9 as seen by contour advection (using winds from the T341 life cycle that were coarse grained to T170 and stored every 6 h). The large crosses denote the points of intersection between the PV contour and the four cuts through the spiral. A stereographic projection is used, with the pole positioned at the spiral center, and the grid shown is 1Њ ϫ 1Њ. (b) A schematic of box counting for an accumulating set of points (marked by the dotted lines) with a capacity ϭ 0.4. The division length ⑀ and the number of filled boxes N(⑀) are shown. DЈ K R N full (for each line) was plotted against ⑀ on log axes.
If a scale-invariant subrange exists the points will lie on a straight line whose slope is equal to , where ϪDЈ K is the capacity of the set of points of intersection DЈ K between the line and the PV contour.
Since the vortex is almost axisymmetric it would be reasonable to expect the capacity to be equal for lines that intersect the spiral center at any angle. For this reason the points from all four lines of intersection were used to perform a least squares straight-line fit, on the log(N full ) versus log(⑀) graph, over the scale-invariant subrange. The resulting plot for the day 9 spiral is shown in Fig. 4 . It is clear that to a good approximation the points do form a compact straight line over the 60-310-km range, and therefore that the spiral is indeed scale invariant over the observed range of filament widths. A least squares fit over this range gives a value for Kolmogorov capacity of 0.43 Ϯ 0.02.
3) EVOLUTION OF CAPACITY IN THE LIFE CYCLE
It is of interest to know whether this scale-invariant subrange exists for the duration of the life cycle and, if so, how this geometric measure of the tracer varies over that time. The value of was calculated from day 7 DЈ K of the life cycle when the vortex had wound up two turns in the spiral. Vassilicos and Hunt (1991) indicate that two turns is the minimum required to enable a meaningful estimate of . The calculations were re-DЈ K peated every half a day until day 9.5 when barotropic instability had severely disrupted the spiral. Two contours were used to describe the LC2 spiral: the 2.2-PVU contour from the contour advection calculation and the 1.4-PVU contour from the full model PV field. The former contour wound right to the spiral center but did not accurately represent the filamentary instability (Fig.  3a) , while the latter contour was the longest contour from the PV field that was unbroken by day 9 (Fig. 1) . The length scales, ⑀ min and ⑀ max , were defined by the limits of the central 80% of the histogram of filament widths.
2 Table 1 shows and its standard deviation 3 calcu-DЈ K lated using points in the range ⑀ min Ͻ ⑀ Ͻ ⑀ max for both contours. It is seen that the Kolmogorov capacity remains approximately constant ( ഠ 0.4) over the 2.5-DЈ K 2 Since the 1.4-PVU contour did not pick out the spiral center, resulting in a large interval between the points of intersection at the center of a cut, ⑀ max was chosen to exclude the effects of this interval. 3 The standard deviation does not reflect the uncertainties arising from the choice of ⑀ min and ⑀ max when the spiral is not strictly scale invariant. Uncertainties in are therefore larger than indicated when DЈ K there are few points in the scale-invariant range, on the plot of logN(⑀) versus log⑀ (i.e., for fewer spiral turns).
FIG. 4. The number of filled intervals (N full ) vs interval length (⑀)
for the four cuts intersecting the day 9 spiral (Fig. 3a) . A least squares best fit has been used to fit a straight line to the points over the range of filament widths. The slope is equal to . ϪDЈ K TABLE 1. Evolution of the LC2 spiral on the 300-K surface, characterized by the number of turns and the Kolmogorov capacity of the set of points of intersection between the spiral and cuts through its center. Here was calculated from a least squares fit in the range of Ј D K filament widths ⑀ min Ͻ ⑀ Ͻ ⑀ max and the standard deviation of the fit in that range is shown. Two similar contours were examined: the 2.2-PVU contour from the contour advection (CA) calculation (which showed all the spiral turns) and the 1.4-PVU contour of the T341 PV field, the highest PV contour that was unbroken by day 9 (see Fig. 1 ). The latter contour retained the undulations due to the instability of PV filaments that were largely lost in the CA calculation.
Contour
Day day period, in which time the spiral winds up from two turns to almost five turns. This indicates that the essential nature of the spiral, its rate of accumulation, is constant. However, the limits of the scale-invariant subrange move toward smaller scales as all of the filaments become thinner. Additionally, the instability of PV filaments does not significantly affect the capacity of the spiral until its destruction.
b. A connection between capacity and power spectra
A more traditional measure of the structure of fields is the power or covariance spectrum. If a tracer field (Q) exhibits scale invariance over a wide range of scales this will be reflected in geometric measures and covariance spectra. Various relationships between geometric measures and spectra have been demonstrated by other authors (e.g., Pierrehumbert 1992; Gilbert 1988) 
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but here we will discuss the relationship proposed by Vassilicos and Hunt (1991) . They assumed that the tracer distribution can be described by a piecewise constant field where an interface follows the boundary between high and low mixing ratios. This is reasonable since the gradients in a passive tracer are seen to increase exponentially with time. Tracers such as water vapor in the upper troposphere and PV from contour advection simulations using wind fields from ECMWF analyses are observed to be very streaky with almost piecewise constant distributions (Appenzeller et al. 1996) . Furthermore, gradients in PV at vortex edges are maintained by Rossby wave breaking (McIntyre 1992) . The interface was also assumed to have a scale-invariant structure over a sufficiently wide range of scales to define a capacity. Finally it was assumed that the interface is statistically homogeneous and isotropic over the scale-invariant subrange. This is the hardest assumption to justify when considering tracer structures in the life cycles. In particular, the velocity field's dominant feature is the midlatitude jet upon which the baroclinic waves grow. Since the zonal mean wind shear is large in the vicinity of the jet, the velocity field is by no means isotropic or homogeneous on the meridional scale of the jet. Neither are the initial tracer contours isotropic in their orientation. However, by the time the vortex has become the dominant feature in LC2, the velocity and the capacity of the tracer distributions are indeed approximately invariant to rotation about the vortex center.
Vassilicos's result is that the power law exponent of the covariance spectrum (⌫(k) ϳ k Ϫp ) as a function of wavenumber (k) is related to the Kolmogorov capacity of the set of intersection points between the tracer interface and a cut by
When the interface is isotropic and homogeneous the spectrum of the points of intersection is representative of the whole field.
In the special case of a spiral, Vassilicos and Hunt (1991) demonstrated that the value of Kolmogorov capacity, , is the same for cuts that do not intersect the DЈ K spiral center but the width of the scale-invariant subrange decreases as the perpendicular distance of the cut from the center increases. The spectrum for an isolated spiral might therefore be expected to agree with the prediction (4). However, Gilbert (1988) showed, by considering the spectra of cuts y ϭ y 0 (in coordinates with the spiral at the origin), and integrating these spectra over y 0 , that the effect of the decrease in the scaleinvariant range is to steepen slightly the slope of the 2D covariance spectrum so that the spectral slope p ϭ 3 Ϫ . However, this expression is only valid for 2DЈ K spirals with 1/2 Ͻ Յ 1 and therefore is not applicable DЈ K here. Nevertheless, the spectral slope corresponding to a distribution of discontinuities must lie between 1 and 2, which is in agreement with (4), and any slight modifications to this relation due to inhomogeneity will not seriously affect the conclusions concerning measures of the structure of the PV field in the LC2 experiment.
c. PV covariance spectra
This section describes the evolution of PV covariance spectra in the LC2 experiment and section 3d compares this behavior with the evolution of Kolmogorov capacity. Emphasis is placed on the features of the PV field, which are highlighted by the two different measures. The aspects of the flow detected by the kinetic energy spectra are discussed in section 3e.
1) POWER SPECTRA ON THE SPHERE: DEFINITION AND CALCULATION
For a field (Q) on a sphere the natural spectral representation is through a weighted series of spherical harmonics:
n n nϭ0 mϭϪn where (, ) are the longitude and the sine of latitude, (m, n) are the zonal and total wavenumbers, and (, m Y n ) denotes the spherical harmonics. An isotropic measure of power as a function of length scale is then given by the n-spectrum (Boer 1983; Boer and Shepherd 1983) , which is defined as
The factor of ½ is chosen so that the sum of the nspectrum over n is equal to the global average of the covariance:
Thus, for a field on a sphere, the power law exponent of its n-spectrum as a function of total wavenumber (n) gives the desired spectral slope p [cf. Eq. (4)]. For PV covariance spectra, Q is replaced by the Ertel PV field and for kinetic energy (KE) spectra Q is replaced by |V|/ 2 where V is the horizontal velocity. ͙ The PV covariance and KE spectra for the LC2 life cycle were determined by linearly interpolating PV and wind speed onto the 300-K isentropic surface from model levels. This surface was chosen so that any connection between spectra and the spiral shape on this surface could be investigated in detail. These fields were then transformed into spectral space for the calculation of the n-spectra. The very high-resolution T341 simulation was used so that the spectral slopes at length scales comparable with filament widths were not influenced by spectral truncation. Figure 5 shows the n-spectra for PV covariance and KE. Two scale-invariant subranges are seen: in the following sections the range 16 Յ n Յ FIG. 5. The n-spectra of PV covariance and KE for the very high-resolution (T341) LC2 simulation. The n-spectra are shown here for the 300-K isentropic surface at day 9.
106 will be referred to as range I and the range 106 Յ n Յ 340 will be referred to as range II.
2) EVOLUTION OF PV COVARIANCE SPECTRA
Here the covariance spectrum is calculated for three distinct PV fields. Two are obtained from integration of the LC2 experiment with ''weak'' and ''strong'' diffusion and the third is obtained by defining a threshold PV value that marks the ''interface'' between high and low PV. The evolution of the three spectra is discussed and explanation for their behavior is given in section 3d.
In the weak diffusion case the LC2 experiment was integrated using ٌ 6 hyperdiffusion 4 with a timescale, on the highest retained wavenumber (N ϭ 341), of 4 h. This timescale was selected by requiring diffusion to dissipate small-scale tracer features just before the fringing effects of spectral truncation become unacceptable. The decrease in the scale of tracer filaments halts near the advective-diffusive balance length scale l b ϳ (/␥) 1/(2s) , where is the diffusion coefficient, ␥ is a typical strain rate, and s is the power for ٌ 2s hyperdiffusion. This scale should exceed the smallest believable scale for given model truncation to enable sensible evolution of advected fields. Since the spherical harmonics (, ) are eigenfunctions of the hyperdiffusion opm Y n erator ٌ 2s , with eigenvalues (Ϫn(n ϩ 1)/a 2 ) s , the timescale for diffusion at wavenumber n is given by
n n(n ϩ 1)
In order to find the critical timescale for diffusion on the highest retained wavenumber, N , required to halt the tracer-scale cascade at the desired point, the smallest believable scale must be defined. Unfortunately, the smallest believable scale for a spectrally represented feature is a function of truncation wavenumber and feature shape. Lander and Hoskins (1997) studied the appearance of small-scale features after transformation to truncated spectral space and back to gridpoint space, in the manner of a spectral transform model. For instance, a ␦-function becomes a point spread function upon ''truncation.'' This function is ''Bessel-like'' with a central peak of half-width 1.6a/N. They also found that an isolated, narrow filament with a ␦-function cross section smears to a width of 2.8a/N upon truncation. In contrast, a filament that can be described as one halfwavelength of an encompassing wavelike structure with wavenumber N has a width a/N. The observed filaments in the LC2 spiral are not isolated, although they have tight gradients at their edges, and thus fall between the wavelike and isolated categories. Assuming that the balance scale, l b , is equal to the smallest believable 1/k scale, which lies between a/N and 2.8a/N, we find
Note that the critical timescale is only a function of strain rate and hyperdiffusion exponent s. The resolution only enters indirectly through the increase in maximum strain rates as model resolution is increased. Assuming a typical tropospheric strain rate of 1 day Ϫ1 (and s ϭ 3) we find that N ഠ 24 h is too long a diffusion timescale while N ഠ 0.05 h smothers all features before they are strained to the smallest believable scale. A diffusion timescale of 4 h lies within the desired range although it lies on the weak diffusion side. This diffusion formulation was also selected by MacVean (1983) for baroclinic wave simulations at T42 resolution on the basis of five criteria summarized in his Table 1 : acceptable noise level in vorticity, eddy KE evolution matching higher-resolution runs, small short-wave lin-
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FIG. 6. The evolution of spectral slopes for range I and range II in the (T341) LC2 experiment (on the 300-K surface). For each spectral range, the spectral slopes of PV covariance (Ϫp), KE (Ϫp KE ) and their difference ( p KE Ϫ p) are shown as functions of time. The crosses correspond to the experiment with a 4-h diffusion timescale, the squares correspond to the experiment with a 0.25-h diffusion timescale and the triangles correspond to the stepfunction interface in PV. The standard deviations in the slope estimates are also shown as error bars for the case with 4-h diffusion. Note that the KE spectrum for the experiment with 4-h diffusion was used to find p KE Ϫ p for the interface. ear growth rates, local dissipative effects, and acceptable levels of energy dissipation.
The crosses in Fig. 6 mark the evolution of the spectral slope in the two distinct subranges of the PV covariance spectrum for the weak diffusion case. In range I (low wavenumbers) the spectral slope is almost constant until day 9, after which the slope for PV steepens from Ϫ0.7 to Ϫ1.1. This latter period is when barotropic instability disrupts the filaments and the spiral is eventually destroyed. The results for range II show that the PV covariance spectrum flattens slightly over the same period from a slope of Ϫ3.6 to Ϫ3.0.
The second case evolves with a shorter diffusion timescale of 0.25 h. Examination of the spiral in PV on the 300-K surface (not given here) shows that the filaments are not eliminated by the higher diffusion and that the spiral structure changes very little. Consistent with this, the slope of the PV covariance spectrum in range I is hardly affected (see squares in Fig. 6 ). The spectrum in range II, however, becomes much steeper ( p ഠ 6) as diffusion is increased. This can be attributed to the reduction in sharpness of the edges of the filaments in PV; as diffusion increases, the gradients and maxima in PV are reduced. It should be noted that the widths of the filaments do not change appreciably since they are determined by the strain rate and the filaments have not yet reached the advective-diffusive balance scale. This hypothesis is supported by a calculation of the spectrum for a third PV distribution. The modified PV, P m , is forced to be piecewise constant by setting 0;
where the threshold value of PV, P t ϭ 1.4 PVU, was chosen because it was the longest continuous PV contour. The spectrum for this interface case is significantly shallower than the spectrum of the continuous PV field in range II (see triangles in Fig. 6 ).
d. Comparison between Kolmogorov capacity and spectra
Any comparison between and p must obviously DЈ K be made in the same scale-invariant subrange. The results of section 3a(3) show that a scale-invariant subrange exists in the PV field, over the range of filament widths, with a corresponding capacity of ഠ 0.4. In DЈ K contrast, the PV covariance spectra demonstrate two subranges with very different spectral slopes. The change in spectral slope, which occurs for n c ഠ 100, has an associated half-wavelength scale, L c ഠ fa/n c ഠ 200 f km, where the shape factor f lies between one and two (see last section). The scale-invariant subrange associated with the spiral structure therefore spans the scale at which the change in spectral slope occurs. Furthermore, the spectral slope for range I is shallower than (4) would suggest and range II is steeper.
We will now discuss why (4) does not apply in this case. Vassilicos and Hunt (1991) show that the Kolmogorov capacity is a more accurate measure of the scale invariance of K-fractals than the power spectrum. The capacity is well defined for (⑀ min /L) K 1, but the spectrum has a power law dependence on wavenumber only if (⑀ min /L) K 1, where ⑀ min is the minimum
distance between consecutive spiral coils and L is the largest. Obviously the condition for the spectral slope to be well defined is a more stringent one than for the capacity and the spiral subrange must therefore be broader for the spectrum to exhibit a power law behavior. The spiral subrange is also related to the number of spiral turns. The distance between consecutive coils can be expressed in terms of the number of turns (n), by using (2) and assuming that n k 1:
Thus we find [from (3) and (11)] that the number of turns (N s ) required for an estimate of scale invariance using the spectrum, which achieves the same accuracy as the calculation of Kolmogorov capacity using N d spiral turns, is given by
For the LC2 spiral ␣ ഠ 1.3 and N d ഠ 4, giving 5 N s ഠ 9. Thus this calculation suggests that over nine turns would be required in order to determine the spectral slope to the same accuracy as the value of obtained DЈ K in section 3a(3). Gilbert (1988) successfully measured spectral slopes of tracer covariance in a spiral subrange that were in agreement with (4). However, in order to obtain the spectral slopes he calculated the Fourier transform of the tracer distribution along a cut through the 5 Here setting n L ϭ ␣ and thus fixing the angle of intersection between the spiral and the circle r ϭ L to be 9Њ (see Part II).
center of a spiral with 250 turns (1001 points of intersection)! Even then it was necessary to take a running mean of the spectra to measure the slopes.
The PV covariance spectrum is too inaccurate to detect the scale-invariant accumulation over the narrow spiral range in the LC2 experiment (L/⑀ min ϳ 4). The observed spectrum may therefore be the same as the spectrum for evenly spaced (nonaccumulating) filaments. Consider the spectrum of the periodic stepfunction, which has narrower high filaments (Q ϭ 1 and width b) than low filaments (Q ϭ 0 and width c). By expressing the function Q as a complex Fourier series and finding the spectral coefficients one obtains the 1D power spectrum
where wavenumber k ϭ 2m/(b ϩ c) and m is an integer. At the high wavenumber end of the spectrum (kb k ) the spectral slope is Ϫ2 (the oscillations are averaged out if the high filament width varies slightly) but for m such that kb ϭ 2mb/(b ϩ c) Ͻ the spectrum is almost flat. As discussed above, the change in spectral slope for the LC2 experiment is observed to occur near a length scale of 200 km. This ''/k'' length scale is roughly equal to the average width of the high PV filaments in accord with the above arguments. Furthermore, the slope in range II for the piecewise constant PV distribution (P m ) approximates a k Ϫ2 dependence as predicted for nonaccumulating steps in PV. Saffman (1971) similarly argued that randomly positioned discontinuities in vorticity result in a k Ϫ2 dependence for the enstrophy spectrum in 2D turbulence.
However, the spectrum of the actual PV distribution is far steeper than possible from consideration of the spectra of on-off type tracer distributions alone. This is due to the finite gradients in PV between high and low regions; smoother edges of high PV filaments can be represented by lower wavenumber components. Indeed, if Q and ‫ץ‬Q/‫ץ‬x are continuous, as is necessary to ensure finite ‫ץ‬Q/‫ץ‬t for diffusively spread filaments, but there are nonaccumulating discontinuities 6 in ‫ץ‬ 2 Q/‫ץ‬x 2 , then one would expect the power spectrum of Q to have a k Ϫ6 dependence. Diffusion of tracer filaments will obviously affect the shape of the interfacial zones and therefore affect the slope of range II. Indeed, the wavenumber dependence in the high diffusion run is far steeper (ϳk Ϫ6 ) than for the stepfunction-shaped filaments (see Fig. 6 ).
Note that the existence of ranges I and II is dependent on the filaments being resolved even though the spiral range is not detected. They must therefore be considerably wider than the advective-diffusive balance scale, which is forced to be wider than the smallest resolved scale by VOLUME 
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choosing the diffusion timescale appropriately using (9). The use of a less scale-selective hyperdiffusion (e.g., ٌ
2 ) would hardly affect the critical diffusion timescale required for the highest retained wavenumber but may result in the elimination of some filaments, thus extending range II toward smaller wavenumbers. The use of ٌ 6 hyperdiffusion, as done here, extends the inertial range, where the effects of diffusion are negligible compared to advection. However, an overly selective hyperdiffusion can result in unrealistically noisy features; this noise depends upon the shape of features being represented.
If a tracer field contained a scale-invariant spiral with enough turns to be detected by its covariance spectrum, then one would expect three ranges in the spectrum. The lower wavenumber range (I) reflects power in scales larger than the widest spacing between spiral turns and would be almost flat if the dominant feature in the field was the spiral. Over the spiral range the slope would be approximately related to the Kolmogorov capacity by (4). The high wavenumber range (II) would reflect scales smaller than filament widths, namely, the filament edges and their diffusion-dependent sharpness.
e. Kinetic energy spectra
In 2D nondivergent flow the slope of a kinetic energy spectrum (Ϫp KE ) is related directly to the slope of the enstrophy spectrum (absolute vorticity covariance spectrum) by the relationship p Z ϭ p KE Ϫ 2. A prediction for the slope of the atmospheric KE spectrum was made by Saffman (1971) and Gilbert (1988) , who argued that well-separated discontinuities in the vorticity field (formed by advection in 2D turbulence) would be expected to give p Z ϭ 2 and therefore p KE ϭ 4. Accumulations of such discontinuities would be expected to flatten the KE spectral slope toward p KE ϭ 3. Indeed, the result (4), due to Vassilicos and Hunt (1991) , connects the capacity of accumulating vorticity jumps and the slope of the enstrophy spectrum so that one might expect p KE ϭ 4 Ϫ over the scale-invariant subrange. DЈ K A similar prediction for the KE spectrum (p KE ϭ 3) was made, in the context of isotropic, homogeneous, 2D turbulence, by Kraichnan (1967) . He showed that the double constraint of energy and enstrophy conservation for triad interactions in wavenumber space allows the existence of only two distinct inertial subranges, if the interactions are local (all three wavenumber vectors have similar magnitudes). Kraichnan hypothesized the simultaneous existence of both inertial ranges with an upscale energy cascade to the low k side of an excitation wavenumber and a downscale enstrophy cascade to very high wavenumbers where enstrophy is dissipated; it is the latter range for which p KE ϭ 3. In 3D quasigeostrophic (QG) turbulence the conservation of QG potential vorticity constrains the motion in a similar manner to vorticity in 2D turbulence and it is also predicted that p KE ϭ 3 (Charney 1971) . As in Kraichnan's theory, Charney assumed that the nonlinear interactions are local in wavenumber space, that dissipation is negligible in the inertial subrange, and that the turbulence is locally homogeneous and isotropic (when the vertical coordinate is stretched by N/ f).
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Atmospheric observations do show a reasonably straight spectrum over a large range of scales with spectral slopes that are close to the predictions of simple QG turbulence theory and Saffman's theory. Boer and Shepherd (1983) found n-spectra of KE on a variety of pressure levels for synoptic-and planetary-scale midlatitude transients and steady eddies. In the upper troposphere they found a spectral slope of approximately Ϫ8/3 in the range 10 Յ n Յ 25. Nastrom and Gage (1985) made use of routine aircraft observations in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere to determine the spectra for KE as well as the covariance spectra for potential temperature, zonal wind, and meridional wind. In all cases the spectral slope was equal to Ϫ3 for scales larger than 400 km and Ϫ5/3 for scales smaller than this. The shallower slope at high wavenumbers might be attributable to an upscale energy transfer by mesoscale convective complexes (Vallis et al. 1997) , or by breaking gravity waves (Gage and Nastrom 1986) , and at very small scales to 3D turbulence.
Looking at the KE spectra in the LC2 experiment one can see (Fig. 6 ) that, in range I (n Ͻ 100), the relationship between enstrophy and KE spectra holds approximately for PV covariance and KE spectra. Indeed, ( p KE Ϫ p) is slightly smaller than two, which is consistent with PV inversion that is more local than for the 2D Euler equations, as demonstrated by the ␣-turbulence models of Pierrehumbert et al. (1994) . However, in range II diffusion is seen to have a slightly lesser effect upon the KE spectra than upon the PV covariance spectra, with the result that ( p KE Ϫ p) gets smaller as diffusion increases: ( p KE Ϫ p) Ͻ 0.5 for the 0.25-h diffusion case, while 1 Ͻ ( p KE Ϫ p) Ͻ 2 for the piecewise constant PV distribution (found using p KE from the 4-h diffusion case). At these small scales it would seem that the variance in the PV is no longer dominated by the absolute vorticity but rather by the fluctuations in static stability. The reduction in ( p KE Ϫ p) with increasing diffusion is likely to be attributable to the action of dissipation on temperature rather than vorticity.
Over the entire spectrum it is clear that p Z , and thus p KE , is not related to the scale-invariant accumulation of PV jumps in the spiral, since the spiral subrange is too narrow to be detected (as seen in the last section). Obviously life cycle experiments are far from an isotropic, homogeneous, statistical equilibrium, so the spectra are not expected to fit the p KE ϭ 3 prediction of turbulence theory. However, even simulations of vortex merger in 2D flows reveal a KE spectrum where p KE ഠ 4 (Nielsen et al. 1996) . In these cases the dominant contributions to spectra arise from spiral-shaped filaments with very tight vorticity gradients rather than the underlying large-scale vortices (Kevlahan and Farge 1997) . This spectral slope is in accord with nonaccumulating vorticity jumps, again highlighting the failure of spectra to detect any scale-invariant structure. Further evidence that the inertial range must be extremely wide in order to reach agreement between the spectral slopes predicted by turbulence theory and experiment was given in section 5 of Pierrehumbert (1994) . He examined tracer concentration in a forced equilibrium experiment where particles were advected by a 2D area preserving map, akin to a 2D flow dominated by large-scale eddies. No explicit diffusion was used but an inner length scale was determined by typical stretching rates and the average age of parcels since last encountering a forcing region. The covariance spectrum was expected to agree with the k Ϫ1 prediction of Batchelor (1959) for the longtime behavior of the small scales in a passive tracer, subject to very small diffusivity, when advected by a large-scale velocity field. However, in order to reproduce this spectrum, the inertial range between the forcing scale and inner length scale had to cover at least six decades. Smaller inertial ranges resulted in power law behavior but with anomalously steep slopes (1 Ͻ p Ͻ 2).
Since synoptic-scale spirals in the atmosphere are rarely observed to have as many turns as in the LC2 experiment, their spiral ranges are likely to be narrow. Even in straining regions where many filaments are stretched and folded to form striations, which may accumulate, the range of scales resolved in analyses is also small. It therefore seems unlikely, in light of the evidence presented above, that the KE spectrum from atmospheric analyses is ever directly related to the capacity of PV distributions. Spectra can reflect the sharpness of gradients at filament edges and therefore the dissipation, which is often far from realistic in atmospheric models. Spectra are too blunt a tool to accurately measure accumulations or arrangements of filaments.
Discussion and conclusions
In section 3 the Kolmogorov capacity ( ) was in-DЈ K troduced as a measure of the scale-invariant rate of accumulation of PV jumps (interfaces between high and low PV) onto the spiral center. It was calculated by finding the points of intersection between PV jumps and cuts through the spiral center and then using a boxcounting algorithm. In the LC2 experiment was al-DЈ K most steady, with a value of about 0.4 in the range of filament widths, during a period when the number of spiral turns increased from two to almost five. Furthermore, this value was found to be insensitive to barotropic instability of filaments up to the stage when the spiral was severely disrupted by the instability.
In contrast, the spectrum of PV covariance was not found to reflect the scale-invariant nature of the PV distribution because the range of filament widths was too narrow and therefore did not exhibit a slope in agreement with the connection proposed by Vassilicos and Hunt (1991) . Using their arguments, it was shown that the spectrum would not be expected to reflect the spiral structure in the LC2 experiment unless over nine turns were present. Interestingly, the spectrum was seen to have two ranges with very different spectral slopes. The break between the ranges (at n ഠ 100) was found to occur in the middle of the range of filament widths (D ഠ 200 km) and it was argued that this spectrum would arise from periodically spaced high and low PV filaments-again evidence that the spectrum does not measure the scale-invariant property. Furthermore, the high wavenumber range was shown to be diffusion dependent because its slope reflected the smoothness of the interface between high and low PV filaments.
In the atmosphere, it may be possible that accumulations of tendril-shaped filaments produced by timedependent straining have a scale-invariant form, but the erosion of such filaments, and the inability to resolve the smaller tendrils in atmospheric analyses, means that they too will not extend over a sufficiently large range of scales to be detected by PV covariance spectra. Consequently, it seems implausible that global kinetic energy spectra, from synoptic scales to mesoscales, detect any scale invariance in PV distributions. In summary, the capacity is a gross measure of structures formed by advective stirring, while spectra tend not to reflect the distribution of filaments but merely the smoothing of filament edges by nonconservative processes.
Finescale structures produced by advection are important in their own right in terms of their impact on weather and air quality. The mixing that occurs on small length scales also feeds back onto the larger-scale physics and chemistry of the atmosphere. Such tracer distributions are extremely difficult to infer analytically for a time-dependent flow but can be simulated accurately by Lagrangian techniques using coarse-grained winds due to the dominance of large-scale strain in the tracer advection problem (e.g., contour advection; Norton 1994; Waugh and Plumb 1994) . Mixing and reaction occur most rapidly across filament edges and the characterization of the distribution of tracer gradients for typical flow scenarios would help in the inference of mixing and reaction rates when the filaments themselves are not resolved in analyses. Here it has been shown that the Kolmogorov capacity provides a robust characterization of the finescale spiral structure that is produced in an idealized model cyclone and therefore could provide a basis for consideration of smaller-scale mixing processes. In Part II, for example, it is shown that the capacity may be used as a basic parameter in the discussion of the stability of PV spirals.
